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Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which workflow task can create an association?
A. Modify Metadata
B. Trigger Action
C. Modify Records
D. Retrieve Records
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
An engineer needs to implement this QoS policy on a customer's
network due to ongoing slow network issues.
What will be the effect on the network when the engineer
implements this configuration?
A. Traffic that is identified in the cisopolicy class map will
me marked with IP prcedence 1 when it enters the pos0/2/0/0
B. Traffic that is identified in the cisopolicy class map will
me marked with IP prcedence 1to DSCPAF11 when it exits the
pos0/2/0/0
C. Traffic that is identified in the cisotest class map will be
marked with IP prcedence 1 when it exist the pos0/2/0/0
interface.
D. Traffic that is identified in the cisotest class map will be

marked from IP prcedence 1to DSCP when it enters the pos0/2/0/0
interface.
Answer: B
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